
 

 
  
   
   

Investment Objective 
 

The Fund's objective is to achieve capital growth by 

investing in a diversified portfolio of equity 

securities listed mainly in Asia as well as other 

international stock exchanges.  The Fund will invest 

50%-90% in offshore equity funds and 0%-40% in 

equity securities.  

 
Fund Facts 

  

   

Fund Manager ATR AM 
 

   

Bloomberg Ticker ATRAPRF PM <Equity> 
 

   

Inception Date 8 March 2010 
  

   

Currency USD 
 

   

Fund Size 5.57 Million 
 

   

NAVPS  0.9452 
 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Performance Overview  
       
 

 

 

 

Figures as of 10.31.2012 

Cumulative Performance % 

 
1 Mo. 3 Mos. 6 Mos. YTD YoY Since Incept. 

Fund 1.22 7.21 -1.60 6.67 -4.11 -5.48 

NAVps 

 
31-July-12 31-Aug-12 28-Sept-12 31-Oct-12 

Fund 0.8816 0.8853 0.9338 0.9452 
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Top Ten Holdings 
   

Holdings % of Portfolio 

Aberdeen Global – Asian Small Companies Fund   9.2% 

Templeton Asian Growth Fund  9.1% 

Fidelity Asian Special Situations Fund  8.9% 

Fidelity South East Asia Fund  8.7% 

Aberdeen Global – Asian Pacific Equity Fund  8.6% 

Value Partners Classic Fund  8.5% 

Templeton China Fund   7.9% 

Techtronic Industries Co.  4.4% 

Brilliance China Automotive Holdings 4.3% 

Puregold Price Club, Inc. 4.1% 

 

 

The content on this material is provided for information purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice. This document is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any securities 
or related financial products.  While this document was prepared with reasonable care, no guarantee is given as to the accuracy and completeness of the information herein.  Any information or 
opinion expressed in this document is subject to change without prior notice. Be advised that past performance is not indicative of future performance.  Shares of the ATR KimEng AsiaPlus Recovery 
Fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or endorsed by, any financial institution and are not insured by the Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). Investment in shares of 
this mutual fund involves risk. See prospectus or contact ATR AM for a discussion of the investment risk factors. This mutual fund is primarily regulated by the Philippine Securities and Exchange 
Commission.  
 

ATR KimEng Asset Management: 17th Floor Tower One and Exchange Plaza, Ayala Triangle, Ayala Avenue, 1226 Makati City, Philippines 
Trunk line: +632-8481381 | Fax: +632-8410315 | E-mail: ird@atram.com.ph | Website: www.atram.com.ph 

Emerging market equities slipped 0.7% in October ahead of US 
Elections and China’s leadership change. Economic data also suggest 
global growth continues to be fragile, while US corporate earnings 
have disappointed. 
 
Meanwhile, Chinese equities jumped 5.7% on signs of improving 
macro (manufacturing) data. Meanwhile, Taiwanese and Indian 
stocks slipped 6% and 3.8%, respectively. Defensive stocks 
outperformed, led by Health Care and Consumer Staples while Tech 
and Energy sectors were on the red. 
 
We expect lingering volatility in the near term, mainly due to the 
European debt crisis, the US fiscal cliff and other external factors. 
Countries like Greece and Spain are not yet out of the woods, while 
the US races toward solutions to extend expiring tax cuts, to avoid 
falling off its’ fiscal slope early next year.  
 
October macro data in China indicate that economy is improving. 
PMI stood at 50.2, Industrial Production grew 9.6% and retail sales 
expanded by 14.5%. Meanwhile, inflation eased to 1.7% leaving 
room for more monetary easing.  
 
We maintain overweight on Asian equities particularly on 
beneficiaries of easing cycles and lower interest rates. Chinese 
equities in our view are currently trading at cheap valuations, while 
other Asian countries we favour are Thailand and the Philippines 
because their compelling macro story.  
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By Asset Class 

By Security Type 

Composition of the Fund 
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Monthly Performance 

 Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Year Cumulative 

2010 - - 0.03% -0.59% -2.20% 0.70% 3.22% -0.18% 8.33% 2.42% -1.54% 2.41% 12.88% 12.88% 

2011 -1.48% -2.63% 5.70% 4.43% -2.04% -2.74% 2.81% -9.34% -15.63% 10.06% -8.31% -1.96% -21.50% 11.39% 

2012 7.98% 4.46% -4.77% 0.92% -9.93% 0.43% 1.46% 0.42% 5.48% 1.22%   6.67% -5.48% 

 

Performance  Risk-adjusted Returns & Statistics Portfolio Analytics* 

 2012 YTD Since launch  1 yr Since launch Percentage of positive months 56.25% 

Fund 6.67% -5.48% Risk-adjusted return (0.15) (0.02) Average gain in positive months 3.47% 

Benchmark 12.81% 7.84% Information ratio (1.52) (0.81) Sharpe ratio -0.09 

Over/underperformance -6.14% -13.32% Standard deviation 17.67% 18.63% Correlation with reference BM 0.95 

   Tracking error  4.88% 6.72% Beta (relative to reference BM) 0.83 

       Jensen’s Alpha  -5.46% 

      (relative to reference BM)  
        

Note: Risk-adjusted returns and statistics are all annualized *Since launch 

 
Asset Class Equities  NAVPS publication Trade date + 2 
Domicile   Philippines  Investment Manager  ATR AM 
Risk & Investor Profile High Risk  Transfer Agent ATR AM 
Reference Benchmark MSCI AC Asia ex-Japan Index  Custodian Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch 
Management & distribution fee 2.00% p.a.  Fund Accountant Deutsche Bank AG, Manila Branch 
Type of shares Common  Auditor SGV & Co. 
Dealing frequency Daily  Website  www.atram.com.ph 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Definitions: 

Beta of a fund measures its relationship with the benchmark.  A beta of exactly 1 means that the fund’s returns generally mirror the pattern of its benchmark’s returns.   A 
beta of greater than 1 means the fund will move in the same direction as the benchmark but by a greater amount.  A beta of between zero and 1.0 implies that the fund’s 
NAVps should generally move in the same direction as the benchmark, although in lesser magnitude.  A beta of exactly zero implies that the fund’s pattern of returns is 
completely unrelated to the movement of the benchmark’s returns.  A negative beta indicates that the choice of benchmark may be inappropriate, and that a different 
benchmark should be selected. 

Correlation measures how closely the movements of two variables are synchronized with each other.  The maximum attainable correlation of 1.0 means that a pair of 
variables moves in perfect lockstep, in the same direction and magnitude; at the other extreme, the minimum possible correlation of -1.0 denotes that a pair of variables 
moves as perfect mirror images; meanwhile a correlation of exactly zero implies that the variables behave completely independently of each other.  In the analysis of 
investments, correlation compares the direction and magnitude of a fund’s returns with the direction and magnitude of a reference benchmark’s returns. 

Information Ratio measures how much excess return over a reference benchmark’s returns an investment has yielded relative to the variability of said excess returns over 
benchmark returns.  Information ratio is computed as the ratio of the mean of the fund’s  excess returns over  benchmark returns (i.e., the relative return) to the fund’s 
tracking error (i.e., the relative risk). 

Jensen's alpha is a measure of a fund's excess return over its expected return as computed using CAPM (Capital Asset Pricing Model).   The expected return considers the 
benchmark return, the fund's beta and the risk-free rate of return.  A value of 1% indicates that the fund beat its expected return by 1%. 

Risk-adjusted Return measures how much absolute return an investment has yielded relative to the amount of absolute risk taken.  Risk-adjusted return is calculated by 
dividing the mean (average) of a fund’s return by the standard deviation of the fund’s returns. 

Sharpe Ratio is a measure of risk-adjusted performance and is defined as the ratio of excess return over the volatility of an investment.  Excess return refers to the return 
of the investment over the risk-free rate of return. A higher ratio means better risk-adjusted performance. 

Standard Deviation is a measure of how widely dispersed the fund’s  returns are away from the mean of the fund’s  returns.  A basic and widely-used statistical concept, 
standard deviation is often employed as a measure of absolute risk in the analysis of investments. 

Tracking Error is a measure of how widely dispersed the fund’s  excess returns over the reference benchmark’s  returns were with respect to the mean of the fund’s  
excess returns over  benchmark returns.  Tracking error is computed as the standard deviation of the fund’s  excess returns over  benchmark returns.  Tracking error is a 
measure of relative risk. 

The content on this material is provided for information purposes only and should not be considered as investment advice. This document is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell 
any securities or related financial products.  While this document was prepared with reasonable care, no guarantee is given as to the accuracy and completeness of the information 
herein.  Any information or opinion expressed in this document is subject to change without prior notice. Be advised that past performance is not indicative of future 
performance.  Shares of the ATR KimEng AsiaPlus Recovery Fund are not deposits or obligations of, or guaranteed or endorsed by, any financial institution and are not insured by the 
Philippine Deposit Insurance Corporation (PDIC). Investment in shares of this mutual fund involves risk. See prospectus or contact ATR AM for a discussion of the investment risk 
factors. This mutual fund is primarily regulated by the Philippine Securities and Exchange Commission.  
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